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Praeses Introduces OneList – A New Ship Lien Tracking System
From the Armada Suite of Shipbuilding Products Powered by Praeses

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA – April 16, 2013 – Praeses, a national leader in software
development and services, is proud to announce OneList - an enterprise software product in
the Armada Suite of shipbuilding products. With OneList, shipyards now have real-time
deckplate access to defect tracking data, allowing users to quickly enter, view, and close
internal tickets – reducing construction and maintenance times, saving time and money.
For shipyards today, ticket tracking is a time-intensive and inefficient paper-based process. This
inefficiency is responsible for rework, schedule delays, cost overruns, and a high rate of internal
ticket conversion to U.S. Navy TSME trial cards – all resulting in lost time and money. Trial cards
are a common way to identify deficiencies which can extend construction schedules, increase
costs, and negatively affect mission performance of the ship after deployment. By providing onsite access to manage ticket information, OneList can shorten resolution times for internal
tickets, in many cases before they are converted into trial cards.
“In complex shipbuilding programs with a multitude of stakeholders and requirements, there
needs to be a single point for data to facilitate efficient resolution,” said LT Ashley Fuller, U.S.
Navy. “Getting all regulators and stakeholders into one system ensures issues can be grouped
for efficient resolution and tracked accordingly.” OneList can be used to schedule and align
resources in a way that reduces cost, which is a key driver in the current defense acquisition
environment.
Combined with streamlined workflow and real-time access, OneList offers support for a variety
of mobile platforms and devices, making tickets manageable anywhere, anytime. All of the
management capabilities of OneList are available in both disconnected and connected mode.
“Praeses is proud to announce another software product from our Business Technologies
team,” said Frank Auer, CEO of Praeses. “We are excited about our new brand of shipbuilding
software tools and anticipate many additional offerings in our Armada Suite.”

For more information about OneList, contact a member of our Shipbuilding Solutions Group at
(888) 316-5967 or email us at sales@armadaonelist.com.
To learn more, visit www.armadaonelist.com.
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